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EDITORIAL

Platelets and Clot Stiffness
A Challenge but Also an Opportunity Toward Achieving Consistent Complete 
Reperfusion

Jean Darcourt , MD; Andrew M. Demchuk , MD; Jean-Marc Olivot , MD, PhD

The new generation of thrombectomy devices have 
revolutionized the management of large vessel 
occlusion–related acute ischemic stroke. None-

theless, near-complete to complete reperfusion (TICI 
[Thrombolysis In Cerebral Infarction] 2c/3) was reported 
in (1197 out of 2084) 57% of EVT cases in a recent 
network metanalysis of TICI scoring and outcomes 
published in 2020. A rate that is likely improving slowly 
over time as experience grows and technique improves, 
which still leaves room for technological improvements.1 
Thrombi composition and mechanical properties play a 
critical role in the success of endovascular treatment and 
should be considered when designing new devices.

See related article, p XXX

Retrieved clots have various macroscopic and histo-
logical compositions. This material is mainly formed of 
red blood cells, fibrin, platelets, and white blood cells. The 
histological composition of stroke thrombi typically con-
sists in distinct areas of red blood cell and fibrin/plate-
let.2 Several experimental studies have suggested that 
the composition of analog thrombi may influence their 
mechanical properties and by consequence the ability of 
endovascular devices to retrieve them.3 As an example, 
in an ovine model, contracted clots made with plate-
let-rich plasma were stiffer and could not be ingested 
by either aspiration catheter or combined approach 
(stentriever+aspiration) contrary to noncontracted clot 

made with platelet-poor plasma.4 In series of large ves-
sel occlusion–related acute ischemic stroke, the red 
blood cell content of thrombi was inversely proportional 
to the number of passes needed to retrieve them,5 sug-
gesting that fibrin/platelet–rich clot were more difficult 
to retrieve. In addition, aspiration failed to retrieve any 
clot with >60% fibrin/platelet.6 We recently showed 
that thrombi initially resistant to aspiration that are later 
retrieved by a stentretriever had higher levels of fibrin/
platelets (>60%).7 It appears from these data that fibrin 
platelet–rich clot may need dedicated aspiration or 
stent retriever devices or a specific combined strategy. 
Another histological study did find occasional vessel wall 
fragments on histology when stent retriever used but no 
parts of the vessel wall were found after sole aspiration 
thrombectomy so safety must also be considered.8

The unconfined compression technique has been 
developed to analyze the mechanical properties of 
thrombi. It applies a strain on the sample and measures 
the force exerted by the tissue against the plate char-
acterizing its stiffness.9 In this issue of Stroke, Boodt et 
al10 explore using this technique to evaluate mechanical 
characteristics of thrombi retrieved by stentrievers to 
assess the relationship between thrombus composition 
and its stiffness.

Their results suggest that for every 1% increase in 
fibrin/platelet content, thrombus stiffness increased 
by 9 kPa. This stiffness appeared to be higher than 
in studies using thrombi analog models suggesting 
that in vitro models may adapt to this new standard. 
Inversely, erythrocyte content was associated with 
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decreased stiffness. The inflection point of this rela-
tionship was a platelet concentration above 70%. 
The stiffness of thrombi increased dramatically when 
platelet content increased beyond 70% content. This 
major finding set a new threshold for the definition 
of platelet-rich clots. These unique observations 
demonstrated in retrieved clots using stentrievers, 
that thrombi composition influences their mechanical 
properties, which likely impacts the ability of current 
devices to retrieve them.4,6,11

Future studies should include large sample sizes 
and also provide imaging information in cases of 
retrieved clot, which is the only way to estimate the 
composition of the thrombi before treatment. Several 
prior studies have shown red blood cell–rich clots are 
more hyperdense on noncontrast computed tomogra-
phy and present a susceptibility vessel sign on mag-
netic resonance imaging.12–14 Both imaging findings 
have been reported associated with more successful 
recanalization.7,11,14–17

What would be the implications of such findings to 
improve acute stroke treatment?

The authors suggest that new devices should con-
sider materials with greater radial forces and oval-shaped 
stent struts to better penetrate these stiff fibrin/platelet 
clots. Such strut material and structure may be better 
able to anchor the proximal part of the thrombi during 
the retrieval process. The pharmacological environment 
could also be adapted to include combination or novel 
antiplatelet regimens able to block platelets.18 Recent 
studies have also identified a high proportion of NETS 
(neutrophil extracellular traps) within fibrin/platelet–rich 
clots that release extracellular DNA which acts as a glue 
for these regions of clot.19–21

Perhaps for rare cases of thrombus resistance to 
tPA (tissue-type plasminogen activator) and mechanical 
thrombectomy a combination of low dose antiplatelets 
and DNAse could be a cocktail delivered locally able to 
break down these firm regions of clot.

Any strategy that safely reduces the proportion of 
fibrin/platelet clot is likely to increase rates of com-
plete reperfusion with existing devices. This study using 
retrieved clot specimens has highlighted both the great 
challenge but also the opportunity that awaits us toward 
reaching our goal of 100% complete reperfusion with 
mechanical thrombectomy.
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